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Application of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS)
and River Management options | Heavily urbanised areas often
face severe flooding incidences due to increased urbanisation
and lack of permeable surfaces. A range of stormwater
management practices are used in urban areas depending on
several factors such as the presence or lack of open and green
spaces, the geomorphology of the area, and the perceptions of
professionals and the public as to what forms the most
appropriate stormwater management practice for the area
under consideration. This book provides an assessment of the
social dimension of sustainable urban drainage systems
(SUDS), which as a component of sustainable construction, is
gaining ground within new planning concepts and are likely to
form part of widely used public open spaces, and river
management options, thus river restoration techniques in
contrast to traditional river culverting approaches. The
outcomes of this work are of use to policy makers, water
companies, local authorities, environment agencies, planners,
developers, consultants active in urban development, and
researchers in applying wider-accepted practices for the
assessment of perceptions in support of engaging into
publically acceptable sustainable stormwater practices. |
Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english |...
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Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be
transform as soon as you full reading this book.
-- Ma r vin O kuneva-- Ma r vin O kuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident
that i will likely to read again once more down the road. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Za cher y Mer tz-- Za cher y Mer tz
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